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Children can use the cute and colorful reusable stickers to learn how to count from 1 to 10. With

plenty of familiar choices for each number such as pigs, frogs, socks, and butterflies, learning is as

easy as 1, 2, 3!
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I bought this in preparation for multiple 10+ hour flights with a toddler. Stickers are winners!

Educationally-themed sticker activities, even better.Pros:- This was exactly as described: the pages

are ultra-glossy, allowing the kiddo to place and move the stickers around.- The illustrations both on

the pages and the stickers are bright and cheery, and definitely capture a toddler's attention.Cons:-

The stickers are not the thickest, so one extra-excited pull will result in a beheaded animal (but that

means an extra sticker!).- All of the stickers are on an insert halfway through the book. It's a lot of

stickers on the two pages, and it can be challenging for a younger toddler to easily get a single

sticker out without disturbing others.At the end of the day, it's an activity book, so it's not a book that

will be lasting through the ages with your kid. I wanted it for long travel, and it was perfect for that

purpose. We used it on several flights, and have maybe five more uses with it before it will be

repurposed as just an activity ground for other stickers (rather than these specific counting projects).



We own several of these books. Combining stickers and educational concepts is perfect for

toddlers! They are cute books, but hardly reusable; the book is great quality, and the stickers can

easily be pulled off and re-placed, but they are very easily torn - even I accidentally tore a few just

peeling them off the first time for my 2 year old to place in the book...so needless to say, when she

went to play with the book a second time, she tore several more.If the stickers were more durable,

I'd give this 5 stars, but as is, it could be better for the price!Each page has a scene with a number &

directions on which stickers to use; all the stickers are located on a page you can easily pull out. I

think my 2 year old probably could have figured out which stickers went to which scene without

much help, but she would have probably torn the majority of the stickers trying to get them off (they

aren't difficult to get off, again, just very easy to tear).The last page you use number stickers to

match to the correct set of things - this page was a little advanced for her, as she's still working on

counting and identifying her numbers, but she's only 2 and the book is recommended for 3+ so I

can't complain!

Sticker books are fun and great for learning. Tiger Tales Books shares a new way for little hands to

enjoy sticker books. Tiger Tales has books with reusable stickers and wipe-clean pages.

Wowsie!The 123 Counting Sticker Book is interactive for kids. Each page has an action the child

must do. For example:â€œPut 3 pink pigs in the muddy puddles.â€• Readers mus find the pigs in the

sticker section and place them in the mud puddles as indicated. Children who can't read yet will

have fun learning how to place little pigs in the mud. Children that can read will be engaged as they

read the instructions and then do the task.The colorful illustrations along with animals bugs and

other various objects are easy to learn and recognize and don't forget reusable. Parents and

teachers will have fun with children who are learning to count from 1 to 10. This book is also a great

tool for hand eye coordination.

It's a cute sticker book, but not true "reusable" stickers like I had when I was a kid. These stickers

are flimsy and can rip. The vinyl ones are much nicer. I recommend the Melissa and Doug sticker

books.This one is large, but my 15 month old daughter loves

it:http://www..com/gp/product/B004PBN9BC/ref=cm_cr_ryp_prd_ttl_sol_18

Good quality, cute illustrations, lots of learning fun! I would order more from this series. It was a bit

short but I guess the quality makes up for the quantity.



Traveling with a Toddler? GET THIS! Even a preschooler would love it. But, for the price point of the

book and the size it is the single best thing I bought for our trip across the country. It entertained my

toddler for hours and I didn't have to oversee it. The stickers are not so sticky they will destroy your

car seat or windows (she didn't put them in either place, but I just wanted to point that out), the

pictures are beautiful, and little hands can get the stickers off pretty well. Honestly, I considered the

book as sacrificial because it was under $4 and I knew she wouldn't use it "correctly."The size was

the big thing on our road trip. I bought a big Melissa and Doug sticker pad and a few bigger puzzles

and she wanted to have nothing to do with them on her lap or the lap desk I got for her. I highly

recommend it and I just bought 3 more for the way back! :)

This is a cute sticker book but "reusable" is not a completely fair description. The stickers will come

up but won't restick well. It did entertain my kid on one flight but didn't last as long as I had hoped. I

wouldn't buy others in the series.

A small sticker book, with pretty pictures and stickers. The stickers aren't the reusable kind, and a

few tore when my one year old tried to remove them. All in all, I think it took my four year old around

twenty minutes to put the stickers on the right pages, and then that's about all you can do with it..

My one year old has had fun removing some of the stickers again..
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